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X or T = Cl, Br, or I), including a common component of many nutritional supplements 
(X, T = Cl) has been investigated using density functional theory.  A number of mechanistic 
pathways were explored including associative interchange (Ia), and dissociative (D) mechanisms. 
The overall activation enthalpy for the D pathway of the dichloro (trans-[Cr (H2O)4Cl2]) system 
calculated at the PBE0/cc-pVDZ level, with inclusion of an explicit outer sphere water molecule 
and in aqueous solution (PCM), is in excellent agreement with the experimental result. The 
results provide a detailed understanding of the mechanism for the hydrolysis of trans-Cr(III) 
complexes, which could be useful in understanding the speciation of Cr(III) complexes in 
physiological environments. 
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Chromium(III) complexes are regularly incorporated into nutritional supplements. 
However, there is conflicting evidence supporting their nutritional value and in fact questions 
have been raised about their potential toxicity [1-3].
 
Consequently there has been some interest in 
determining the fate of Cr(III) in physiological environments [2, 3]. One of the common 
chromium containing components of nutritional supplements is chromium(III) chloride 
(CrCl3.6H2O), which actually exists as the dichlorotetraaquachromium complex, trans-
[Cr(H2O)4Cl2]Cl.2H2O [4]. Although chromium(III) may be of little nutritional benefit to most 
people, there is evidence to suggest Cr(III) supplements may be beneficial in improving glucose 
metabolism, maintaining blood sugar and cholesterol levels, weight loss and building muscles in 
subjects with type II diabetes [1, 5, 6]. Glinsmann and Mertz reported [7] that oral 
supplementation with amounts of chromium(III) chloride ranging from 150 to 1000 μg per day 
for periods of 15 to 120 days led to improved glucose tolerance in type II diabetics. Chromium 
chloride has been claimed to pharmacologically influence blood sugar levels in type II diabetics 
when used at dosages less than the commonly accepted minimum nutritional level of 200 μg/day 
[7-9]. This claim is largely based on the results of clinical trials and animal studies [10-15]. 
Anderson et al. [5, 16] found that a three month course of supplemental chromium(III) chloride 
at a dose of 50 to 200 μg/day significantly improved glucose tolerance and blood sugar levels in 
diabetics. Similar results were found with a dose of 125 μg/day of yeast-based chromium(III) 
[17]. There are also reports suggesting that chromium chloride has potential as an anti-depressant 
and alternatively to reduce lipid deposits [10, 11]. The aquation of [Cr(H2O)4Cl2]
+
, is likely to 
play an important role in determining the speciation of Cr(III) complexes, prior to binding to 




Chromium(III) complexes are generally considered to be kinetically inert which might 
explain the relatively low absorption (~2−5%) of orally administered chromium(III) 
supplements. Nevertheless, a deep green solution of [Cr(H2O)4Cl2]
+
 ion will gradually turn to 
pale green [Cr(H2O)5Cl]
2+
 and then subsequently to violet [Cr(H2O)6]
3+ 
due to the step-wise 
replacement of chloride by water [4, 18-24]. Therefore there may be significant speciation of 
chromium(III) in a physiological environment and it is not clear which of these species may have 
an impact on physiological processes in the body. For example, it has been suggested that 
chromium may form polymeric species with biomolecules such as lipids, nucleic acids and 
proteins [2, 3, 25, 26]. Understanding the stability and reactivity of dichlorotetraaqua 
chromium(III) and other dihalotetraaquachromium(III) complexes will provide a basis for 
exploring the biochemical pathways of chromium supplements.  
 
Substitution and aquation reaction mechanisms of metal complexes can be classified 
according to whether they are associative (A), interchange (I or Ia or Id) or dissociative (D)[27, 
28]. The substitution reactions at an octahedral metal center could be expected to show SN1 
(unimolecular) kinetics if the mechanism is dissociative or SN2 (bimolecular) kinetics if the 
mechanism is associative or interchange [29, 30]. Measurement of the volume of activation 
(ΔV
‡
) is often used experimentally to assign a mechanism, with negative values associated with 
A, I, Ia or Id pathways and positive values linked to D pathways. Although this approach works 
well for substitution of neutral ligands, the interpretation of ΔV
‡
 values for charged leaving 
groups is less straightforward.   
 
Ardon proposed [31] that ligand substitution reactions of [Cr(H2O)5I]
2+
 proceeds via a 
dissociative mechanism with formation of [Cr(H2O)5]
3+




studies by Moore et al. [32] demonstrated that iodide exerts a strong trans-effect leading to 
considerable exchange of H2O trans to the iodide prior to hydrolysis. This is also important for 
chlorination, which is found to proceed with formation of the trans-[Cr(H2O)4ICl]
+
 intermediate.  
 
A number of experimental studies have investigated the trans-effects in chromium(III) 
species including dihaloaqua-, [33-35] dihaloammine-, [36-38] and dihalo-bis-
(ethylenediammine) -chromium(III) complexes [35, 38-42]. Mǿnsted and co-workers [34] 





 values of 101 ± 5 kJ mol
1 
for cis and 96 ± 1 kJ mol
1
 for trans systems. This 
indicates increased reactivity of the trans-isomer. Similarly, Williams and Garner [33] 
investigated the aquation of the cis- and trans-[Cr(NH3)(H2O)3Cl2]
2+
 ion and found activation 
energies (Ea) of 97 ± 2 and  85 ± 1 kJ mol
1
, respectively. Hoppenjans et al. investigated [36] the 
aquation reactions of the trans-dichloro-, trans-chloroaqua-, trans-bromochloro- and trans-
chloroiodo-tetraammine chromium(III) [43] complexes and determined that the dihalo 
complexes aquate much more rapidly than the haloaqua complexes. They also found [36] that 
Br
‒ 




 and the loss of Br
‒ 
from 




. The situation 
is more complicated for the chloroiodo complex. Analysis of the product ratios suggests the rate 
of loss of iodide is 30 – 40 times greater than the loss of chloride from this complex. This reflects 




. However, if the ratio is solely due to leaving 
group ability, the ratio should in fact be much higher. The experimentally observed ratio of 
products can be explained if the trans-directing influence of the iodide is taken into account, 




The mechanistic details of these reactions have also been investigated in several studies. 
Bushey and Esperson proposed [44] a large trans  labilizing effect of alkyl groups (–CH2Cl or –







. The kinetic data indicate that this reaction proceeds via either an SN1 
(dissociative) or an ion-pairing mechanism.  Analysis of experimental data for the trans-
[Cr(AA)Cl2]
+
, (AA = en, pn, tmd) species, combined with the observed stereochemical changes, 
indicate formation of a square-pyramidal intermediate, which is indicative of a dissociative 
mechanism [45]. Similarly, Macdonald et al. [35] investigated aquation for both cis- and trans-
isomers of [Cr(en)2Cl2]
+
. Aquation of trans-[Cr(en)2Cl2]
+







, whereas aquation of 
cis-[Cr(en)2Cl2]
+
 led to only cis-[Cr(en)2Cl(H2O)]
2+
. The reactions were proposed to proceed via 
a dissociative mechanism (SN1) that may include trans-to-cis isomerisation but this could not be 
confirmed. These results highlight the significant speciation that can occur in these reactions and 
the need for further investigation.  
 
There have been only a limited number of theoretical studies of the trans effect in chromium(III) 
species under aqueous conditions. Rotzinger [46]  carried out an extensive study of the water-





. He identified an Ia pathway for the former and an Id mechanism for 
the latter due to steric effects. 
 Recently we investigated [47] the aquation of halopentaaquachromium(III) complexes in the 
series, [Cr(H2O)5X]
+
 , (X = F, Cl, Br, or I) using density functional theory. On the basis of 
excellent agreement with experimental activation enthalpies, we proposed that aquation of the 




formation of the conjugate base through proton transfer. In comparison, the most likely 
mechanism for aquation of the X = Cl, Br or I complexes is a variation of the dissociative 
mechanism.  In our earlier study we found that coordination of a water molecule to the outer 
sphere of the complex had a significant effect on lowering ΔH
‡
 for the dissociation step. 
Consequently, we referred to dissociative aquation from these [Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
…H2O  precursor 
complexes as an associatively activated dissociation process (Da). Unfortunately this leads to a 
mixing of the labeling convention of Langford and Gray (D) [28] with the labeling convention of 
Shriver and Atkins (Da) [48]. Additionally, the inclusion of the outer sphere water molecule in 
these systems might best be considered an improvement in the model rather than initiating an 
alternate reaction pathway. Therefore, to eliminate confusion in this study we use only the D 
label of Langford and Gray to refer to reaction mechanisms in which the first step involves 
dissociation of the Cr‒X bond. 
This current work represents and extension of our previous study to include the aquation 
reactions of trans-[Cr(H2O)4TX]
 +
 complexes, where T and X are chloride, bromide or iodide 
ions (See Scheme 1). To the best of our knowledge no computational studies have been reported 
for the potential energy surfaces for the aquation mechanism of these systems.  
 
Scheme 1. Hydrolysis reaction of trans-[Cr(H2O)4TX]
 +




The major objective of this work is to provide new insights of the intimate mechanisms 
of the aquation of the chromium chloride nutritional supplement and related trans-
[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
 (X or T = Br or I) complexes. This will lead to the development of a better 
understanding of the stability and speciation of these species in aqueous and physiological 
environments. 
2. Computational Methods 
 Standard density functional and hybrid density functional theory calculations were 
carried out with Gaussian09 [49]. The geometries of all reactants, transition states, intermediates, 
and products in this study were fully optimized in the gas phase and solvent (water) at the 
PBE0/cc-pVDZ level of theory, which we have previously shown to give excellent agreement 
with experiment for the activation enthalpies of related species [47]. The small-core relativistic 
pseudopotential and correlation consistent basis set (cc-pVDZ-PP) of Peterson and co-workers 
was used for iodine throughout these calculations [50]. 
 
 The effect of solvent (water) on the structures and energetics of each pathway was 
investigated using the polarisable continuum model (PCM). Vibrational frequencies were 
obtained for all optimized structures to check for the absence of imaginary frequencies for 
reactants, intermediates and products and for the presence of a single imaginary frequency for 
each transition state. For all the reaction pathways discussed in this study, the transition states 
were also analyzed using the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) method.  The final structures 
obtained from each IRC were further optimized in order to positively identify the reactant and 
product complexes to which each transition state is connected. Activation energies, enthalpies of 




in angstroms (Å), angles in degrees (º) and the energies in kJ mol
‒1
. Unless otherwise stated, all 
values given in the text were obtained at the PBE0/cc-pVDZ level in solution (PCM). The 
optimized structures and the relative energies of reactants, intermediates, transition states, and 
products for all pathways are shown in Tables ST1 to ST4 and Figs. SF01 to SF65 of the 
Electronic Supporting Information (ESI†). 
 
 The difference in partial molar volume between the key transition state and the reactant 
is the volume of activation (∆V
‡
), which can be used experimentally to determine if the 
mechanism is Ia (negative value) or D (positive value).  The volume of activation can be 
correlated to the change in the Cr−L bond lengths between the TS and reactant (eqn 1). 
            ∆∑ d(Cr−L)TS-R = ∑ d(Cr−L)TS − ∑ d(Cr−L)R                                           (1) 
Similarly, the reaction volume (∆V) can be estimated from the change in Cr−L bond lengths from 
product to the reactant species (eqn 2). 
            ∆∑ d(Cr−L)P−R = ∑ d(Cr−L)P − ∑ d(Cr−L)R                                             (2) 
where ∑ d(Cr−L)TS, ∑ d(Cr−L)R and ∑ d(Cr−L)P are the sums of the Cr−L bond lengths in the 
transition state, reactant and product, respectively.  
 
3. Results and discussion 
 Several different aquation pathways of trans-dihalotetraaquachromium(III) complexes, 
[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
, where T or X = Cl, Br or I, were investigated including associative interchange 
(Ia, SN2) and dissociative (D, SN1) mechanisms. In the following discussion of trans-
dihalotetraaquachromium(III) complexes, we define the leaving group as X (Cl, Br or I) and the 




3.1. Structures of trans-[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
 complexes 
 The only experimental structural data available for the dihaloaquachromium(III) 
complexes considered in this work is an EXAFS study by Díaz-Moreno et al. [51] for trans-
[Cr(H2O)4Cl2]
+
, in aqueous solution. The PBE0/cc-pVDZ calculated Cr−Cl and Cr−O bond 
lengths for trans-[Cr(H2O)4Cl2]
+
 (2.28 Å and 2.01 Å, respectively) are in good agreement with 
the experimental values, (2.30 ± 0.03 Å and 1.99 ± 0.03 Å, respectively). On the basis of this and 
the previous results [47] we have confidence that PBE0/cc-pVDZ is a suitable level of theory for 
determining the structural parameters for the [Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
 complexes (Fig. SF1 of the ESI).†   
  
 Inspection of the chromium-halide bond lengths reveals that, with the exception of the di-
iodo species, there is little evidence of a structural trans-effect. Consistently, across the series of 
complexes, Cr‒Cl bonds are 2.28 Å and Cr‒Br bonds are 2.44 Å. The Cr‒I bond is 2.67 Å in 
both the chloro/iodo and bromo/iodo complexes but increases to 2.70 Å in the di-iodo complex, 
which may indicate a marginal structural trans-effect. 
 
3.2. Associative interchange (Ia) mechanism 
 The structures of reactants, transition states and products involved in the Ia mechanism for 
halogen-water exchange of [Cr(H2O)4TX]
+ 
are shown in Scheme 2 and optimized structures can 
be found in Figures SF2 to SF10 of the ESI.
† 
 
Scheme 2. Associative Interchange (Ia) mechanism for [Cr(H2O)4TX]
+











The reaction is initiated by outer sphere coordination of a water molecule to the Cr(III) 
complex as shown in Scheme 2. In this reaction, the incoming H2O forms a linear hydrogen bond 
to an inner sphere water molecule and has a weak interaction with the halide X, to give the 
stabilized precursor or reactant complex (R). The stability of the associated reactant complexes 
(R), relative to the isolated complex and water molecule, are shown by the depths of the first 
potential energy wells in Fig. 1.   
 
Fig. 1. Energy profiles (in kJ mol
1
) for the Ia pathway of [Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
 (X = Cl, Br, or I) with H2O for 
(a) T =Cl, (b) T = Br and (c) T = I in solution phase obtained at PBE0/cc-pVDZ. 
 
IRC calculations confirm the linear H-bonded structures (Fig. 2a) as the precursor 
complexes for the Ia pathway. However, we also identified the bridging bifurcated arrangement 
(Fig. 2b) and found that this structure is lower in energy than the linear structure by 7 ‒ 12 kJ 
mol
1





Fig. 2. Conformations of precursor complexes: (a) linear and (b) bifurcated for X or T = Cl, Br, or I. 
 
The X…HO-H distances for the linear conformations (Fig. 2a) show some variation with 
halide X (2.56 Å, X= Cl to 3.66 Å, X = I). Additionally, for any given X, the X…H-OH 
distances exhibit a marginal increase as T changes from Cl, to Br and I. Generally, coordination 
of the H2O to the outer sphere of the complex leads to a small increase in Cr‒X (~ 0.02 – 0.03 Å) 
and a marginal increase in Cr‒T (~0.01 – 0.02 Å) bond lengths compared to the isolated species. 
Furthermore, the trans-X−Cr−T bond angles in the precursor complexes (R) are all quite similar 
(173.7 – 177.5) and differ only slightly from the 180.0 found in the isolated species. This 
suggests that the lower stability of the linear conformations arises largely from the weaker 
hydrogen bonding to the outer sphere water molecule rather than a significant destabilization of 
the metal complex. On the other hand, there is essentially no change in the H…O bond lengths 
for these bifurcated conformations from X or T = Cl through to X or T = I, indicating that the 
outer sphere coordination is largely independent of the halide. 
 
The Ia mechanism involves nucleophilic attack by the outer sphere water molecule on the 
central Cr(III) metal, simultaneous halide release via a heptacoordinate transition state (TS) and 





) (Scheme 2). The energy profiles for hydrolysis of [Cr(H2O)4TX]
+ 
are 
shown in Figure 1 and the enthalpies of activation (ΔH
‡
)  and entropies of activation (ΔS
‡
) are 




Table 1  










) for Ia pathways of 
trans-[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
 with H2O in the water solvent at 298.15 K
a‒c
                     
          
  [Cr(H2O)4TCl]
+ 
   [Cr(H2O)4TBr]
+ 





















 109 (119) ‒27 (‒13)   102 (114) ‒32 (‒16)  
 
103 (114)  ‒41 (‒20)  
 Cl 90 (107) ‒37 (‒49)   83 (97) ‒41 (‒36)  74 (100) ‒16 (‒39)  
Br 85 (105) ‒44 (‒20) 
 
81 (96) ‒15 (‒32) 
 
72 (98) ‒29 (‒42) 
 I 81 (101) ‒28 (‒31)   72 (90) ‒29 (‒28)   63 (83) ‒37 (‒47) 
 a Optimized structures of trans-Cr(III) complexes defined in Figures SF2 to SF10 of the ESI.† 
b 
The experimental value for trans-[Cr(H2O)4Cl2]
+
  is  96 ± 1 kJ mol1 of ref. [34].  
c 






 for aquation of the chromium nutritional supplement trans-
[Cr(H2O)4Cl2]
+
 is 90 kJ mol
‒1
, using the linear reactant structure, which underestimates the 
experimental value by 6 kJ mol
‒1
. If the reaction enthalpy is calculated relative to the bifurcated 
reactant structures then ΔH
‡
 increases by 17 kJ mol
-1
, to 107 kJ mol
‒1
, which overestimates the 
experimental value by 11 kJ mol
‒1
. Similarly, if the bifurcated reactant structures (Fig. 2b) are 
used for T = Cl and X = Br and I, ΔH
‡
 increases by 20 kJ mol
‒1
.  Although the IRC links to the 
linear structures, it is likely that these arise from rearrangement of the lower energy bifurcated 
structures. However, we have not located a TS for this intramolecular process. 
 
Clear trends can be seen in the activation enthalpies for aquation of the complexes 
studied. Generally, for any series of complexes with a constant trans ligand (T), the barriers 
decrease with X changing from chloride through to iodide. We also note that for any given 
leaving group (X
‒
) the activation enthalpies decrease with T changing from water and chloride to 
iodide. Consequently, the mono- and di-chloride systems have the highest activation enthalpies 
for aquation and the di-iodide system has the lowest. This is evidence of a trans-effect due to the 




state in the substitution reaction. The influence of the trans-effect is also evident in the Cr‒T 
distances in the transition structures that decrease by ~ 0.07 – 0.09 Å for T = I but only ~ 0.04 – 
0.06 Å for T = Cl. The Cr…O distances in the TSs for the incoming H2O range from 2.346 Å 
and 2.599 Å in the mono- and di-chloride systems through to 2.797 Å for the di-iodide system.  
 
As the hydrolysis reactions proceed via the Ia pathway, there is a distortion of the 
complex geometry including the trans-(X−Cr−T) bond angles and Cr−X bond lengths, which 
contributes to ΔH
‡
. The T‒Cr‒X angles in the transition structures are generally quite similar for 
T = Cl and Br systems (145.0 – 147.0). However, in the trans-iodide systems (T = I), the 
T‒Cr‒X angle increases slightly to ~ 150.0 for X = Cl, Br but decreases to 135.0 for X = I. To 
explore the importance of atomic charges on the hydrolysis reactions, natural bonding orbital 
(NBO) [52]
 
analysis was performed and the calculated charges were computed and are given in 
Table ST1 in ESI†. The changes in geometry are accompanied by changes in the charges on 
several key atoms in the complex. The positive charge on Cr is greater in the TS than in the 
reactant complex. In comparison the magnitude of the negative charge on T decreases on 
formation of the TS. The largest decrease is observed for T = I and X = Cl, Br, reflecting 
significant charge transfer from the trans-ligand to stabilise the TS (Fig. 3 and Table ST1 of 
ESI†). The oxygen atom of the incoming water molecule exhibits relatively little change in 
charge across the various systems as shown in the selected maps of electrostatic potential for the 
Ia systems (Fig. 3). Of the various leaving groups, iodide develops the smallest absolute charge 
in the TS. Consequently, the more polarizable I
-
 leads to less charge-charge repulsion between 
the halide and the incoming water, compared to the other halides. However, these iodide systems 
also show the largest increase in charge on X, relative to the reactant complex. This corresponds 





Fig. 3. Electrostatic potential (0.02 electrons Å
‒3
 electron density isosurface) for selected TSs. 
 
We have determined that H-bonding is also important in stabilising the TSs for these 
processes and in each system the departing halide interacts with the three closest water 
molecules, which includes the incoming water molecule and two inner-sphere water molecules 
on the departing face of the complex (Scheme 2). This is evident by the shorter X…H‒OH 
distances in the TSs that range from 2.129 Å in the di-chloride through to 2.758 Å in the di-
iodide. In comparison, there are only marginal differences in the outer sphere coordination in the 
successor complexes (P) (~0.01 Å). 
The ΔH
‡







. In general, bond breaking of the leaving groups makes a significant contribution to ΔH‡. 
Although this might also be attributed to changes in steric effects and decrease in 
HOMO­LUMO gap (Table ST2 of ESI†), it was found that interaction between X
–
 and Cr(III) 
was weaker for the iodide system alone, which correlates with the lower ΔH
‡
. Changes in (∆∑ 
d(Cr−L)TS‒R) (Table 2) range from −0.33 to −0.93 Å, consistent with a negative ΔV
‡
 and an Ia 
mechanism. The changes in Cr−L bond lengths from product to the reactant species range from 
−0.46 to −0.59 Å.  
X = Cl 
T = Cl 
X = Cl 
T = Br 
X = Cl 









Table 2  
 
Calculated selected parameters for the change of the sum of the  
Cr(III)−Ligand bond lengths (in Å) in  the water solvent at 298.15 K
a‒b
  
       
  ∑ d (Cr‒L) TS-R (∆∑ d (Cr‒L)P-R) 




































































The ∆∑ d (Cr‒L)TS-R were calculated at PBE0/cc-pVDZ using eqn 1. 
 b 
The ∆∑ d (Cr‒L)P-R values in  parentheses are for using eqn 2. 
 
 
The stability of the ion pair products P is substantially greater than the isolated species.  
However, the calculated single ion enthalpies of hydration (X
‒
 + 6H2O ⇄ [X(H2O)6]
‒
:  ΔH = 
−42, −34 and −8 kJ mol
1
, for X = Cl, Br and I, respectively (Fig. SF17 of the ESI
†
),) are all 
exothermic and when these are taken into account the overall reaction enthalpies are 
substantially reduced and in better agreement with the experimental [53] trend. In our previous 







 does not have a significant effect, with 
differences of no more than 3 kJ mol
‒1
 in the enthalpies of activation. Therefore we have not 
considered inclusion of additional explicit solvation in these systems. 
 
The results show that the complexes with a hard ion (X or T = Cl) have a large 




I) have a small HOMO‒LUMO gap due to the greater polarizability (Fig. 4) of the valence 
electrons of the I ion. This facilitates distortion of the electron cloud of the halide that stabilizes 
the TS. Both a σ-trans effect (destabilization of reactant) and a π-acid influence (back-donation 
to stabilizes the TS) play an important role and account for the shorter Cr-T bond. Figure 4 
shows HOMO‒LUMO energy gaps for reactants, TSs and products along the I
a
 pathways. The 
isodensity surface of these orbitals for TS, R and P structures (Figs. SF11 to SF16 of ESI
†
) 
indicates the main contributions to the frontier molecular orbitals come from the Cr(III) d atomic 
orbitals.  
 
Fig. 4. HOMO-LUMO energy gap (eV) for R, TS and P of [Cr(H2O)4TX]
2+
 (X = Cl, Br or I) for 





Analysis of the frontier MO energies shows there is a correlation between the energy of 
the HOMO and LUMO for the transition state structures and ΔH
‡
. In fact, these data suggest that 
the large HOMO-LUMO gap for the T = Cl and X = Cl, compared to the other systems is due to 
the strong hard acid (Cr(III)) − hard base (Cl
−
 ion) interaction (Fig. 4a). Similarly, Fig. 5a shows 
the overall activation enthalpy versus the HOMO‒LUMO gaps of TSs of the Cr(III) species for 
the Ia, mechanism. For any given trans group T, there is a good correlation between ΔH
‡
 and 
Egap. On that basis, the decrease in ΔH
‡
 corresponds with the electronegativity of the leaving 
group influencing the electron density at the Cr(III) metal centre and the leaving group ability 















) versus HOMO‒LUMO energy gap (eV) for TS species of [Cr(H2O)4TX]
2+
  






3.3. Dissociative (D) mechanism  
 Aquation via the dissociative mechanism is a two-step reaction. The first step involves 
breaking of the Cr‒X bond with formation of a pentacoordinated intermediate (Scheme 3). The 




− (X or T= Cl, Br or I). 
             
 
Scheme 3. Cr-X dissociation for the [Cr(H2O)4TX]
+






) complexes.  
 
 The enthalpies and entropies of activation for the dissociation step of trans-[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
 
(X or T = Cl, Br
 
or I) are given in Table 3. The optimized structures of the reactants, products, 

















Cr‒X bond dissociation of trans-[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
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 103 (‒38)   99 (‒18) 
 
86 (‒16) 
 Cl 85 (‒1)   76 (‒17) 
 
63 (‒24) 


















values for the Cr‒X dissociation gradually decrease from X= Cl−, Br− and I− systems 
and for T = Cl through T = I. The [Cr(H2O)5Cl]
2+ 










 and the 






 H2O.  
 
 As noted in the Introduction, we have previously found that coordination of a water molecule 
to the outer sphere of the complex had a significant effect on lowering ΔH
‡
 for the dissociation 
step. In these systems, the dissociative pathway begins from precursor complexes with bifurcated 
H-bonding to an outer sphere water molecule. In the first step, chromium–halide bond breaking 
occurs via transition state (TS1) to form a pentacoordinated intermediate (I1), an ion-pair 
complex (Scheme 4). The halide ion becomes coordinated to the outer sphere of the complex 
through two X…H hydrogen bonds, while at the same time the outer sphere water molecule 
adopts a position to facilitate attack on the Cr(III) metal centre. Nucleophilic attack by the water 





 (P). The formation of this product occurs via a hexacoordinate 
transition state (TS2). Optimized structures of the reactants, products, and transition states can be 




Scheme 4 Dissociative (D) mechanism for aquation of [Cr(H2O)4TX]
+












 for each of the steps of the D pathway for the associated complex are 




Table 4  
 










) for D  pathways of trans-
[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
 with H2O in the water solvent at 298.15 K
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 Cl TS1 72 (‒13)  71 (‒21)  67 (‒26)  
 TS2 36 (‒8)  39 (‒23)  39 (‒9)  
 Overall 96 (‒3)  95 (‒21)  89 (‒20)  































   Overall 85 (‒19)   82 (‒42)   78 (‒4) 
 a Optimized structures of trans-Cr(III)
 







The enthalpies of activation for dissociation of the Cr‒X bond decrease from 97 kJ mol1 
for T = H2O and X = Cl to 50 kJ mol
1 
for T = I and X = I. Comparison of Tables 3 and 4 reveals 
that inclusion of the outer sphere water leads to a lowering of ΔH
‡
 by 6 ‒ 15 kJ mol‒1 for X = Cl 
and Br. However, for X = I, the inclusion of the outer sphere water molecule leads to a slight 




  for T = Cl, Br and I. Nevertheless, the ΔH
‡
 values again 






. The high polarizability and 
low electronegativity of the soft base I
−
 ion once again plays a role in lowering of the activation 
enthalpy of the dissociation step, whereas the hard base Cl
−
 ion is more tightly bound and has a 






Fig. 6. Energy profiles (in kJ mol
1
) for the D pathway of [Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
…H2O (X = Cl,  




 values for the second step, nucleophilic attack by the outer sphere water 
molecule on the pentacoordinate metal centre, are substantially lower than the values for the first 
step and are generally very similar across all systems. The overall ΔH
‡
 for the hydrolysis of X 
and T = I is lower than that for X and T = Cl by 18 kJ mol
1
, reflecting the combined 







 (Table 3), are in excellent agreement with the experimental[34] 
values (96 ± 1 kJ mol
1 






   
 These results provide evidence that the hydrolysis of trans‒[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
 complexes (X or 
T = Cl, Br and I) proceeds via a D mechanism. The calculated ∆∑d(Cr‒L)TS‒R and ∆∑d(Cr‒L)P‒R  
values are positive for the rate-determining step (TS1) of the reaction, consistent with a D-type 
mechanism (Table 2). The Cr…X distances in the transition structures for this pathway are 
somewhat longer (+0.2 – 0.4 Å) than the corresponding values in the Ia pathway. In conjunction 
with this there is a shortening of the Cr‒T distances for T = Cl, Br. However, for the trans-iodide 
systems (T = I), the Cr‒T distances are either the same as the reactant complexes (X = Cl, Br) or 
slightly longer (X = I).  
 
Generally the magnitudes of the positive charge on Cr and negative charge on X increase from 
reactant to TS. In comparison, the charge on T decreases, while there is little change in the 
charge on O of the nucleophilic water molecule. These results demonstrate the shift in charge 
from the chromium and the trans-ligand to the leaving group. Analysis of the TSs charges 
reveals that the magnitude of the charge on Cr decreases with change of T from Cl to I and also 
with change of X from Cl to I (Fig. 3). However, the charge on X does not very systematically 
across the systems. For example, when T = Cl, the charge on X increases for X = Cl to X = I. 
However, for the corresponding T = Br and T = I systems, there is a decrease in the charge on X. 




for the first 
step from T = Cl through T = I, indicating a trans-effect in these systems. Analysis of the frontier 
MO energies (HOMO and LUMO) (Figs. SF27 to SF35 and Table ST2 of the ESI
†
) along with 
the corresponding Egap reveals a gradual decrease (Figs. 5b and Figs. 7a, 7b and 7c) from the 
hard ion (T = Cl
‒
) through soft ion (T = I
‒




and migration of the halide ions into the outer coordination sphere via dissociation pathways is 
stimulated by electronic and charge neutralizing effects. 
 
Fig. 7. HOMO-LUMO energy gap (eV) for R, TS and P species of [Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
…H2O 
(X = Cl, Br or I) for (a) T = Cl, (b) T = Br and (c) T = I via D pathway in solution phase 








In this study, we have carried out a detailed investigation of the I
a
 and D mechanisms for 

















 value for the D pathway is in excellent agreement with the experimental 
enthalpy of activation [34]. The ΔH
‡
 values for the I
a
 pathway, starting from the lower energy 
bifurcated reaction complex, is 11 kJ mol
‒1
 higher than the experimental value. As noted 
previously, additional explicit solvation can lower values by up to 3 kJ mol
‒1
, which is 
insufficent to bring the I
a
 value in line with experiment.  
  
More broadly, if reaction energies are referenced to the lower energy bifurcated reactant 
complex then, the calculated ∆H
‡
 for TS1 via D pathways (X = Cl and T = Cl, Br or I) are 
substantially lower (~18 kJ mol
‒1
) than the Ia pathway from X or T = Cl through to X = Cl and T 
= I. In comparison, if the linear reactant complex is used the overall ∆H
‡
 values for the Ia 
pathway drops below that of the D pathway. However, this linear structure must arise from an 
endothermic intramolecular  rearrangement of the lower energy bifurcated structure, which is not 
captured in the IRC analysis. We propose that the most likely mechanism for the aquation of 
trans-[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+ complexes proceeds via D mechanism. 
A key feature of the D mechanism is that the complex becomes associatively activated 
through outer sphere coordination that lowers the activation enthalpy for dissociation of the 





was designated “accidental bimolecular” to indicate that the substitution process is a 
rearrangement between inner and outer coordination spheres [54], which in consistent with our 
observations for the D mechanism in this study. Trends in ΔH
‡




accounted for by the trans group influence, stabilization of the electron-deficient TSs structures 
and leaving group (X) ability. The frontier MO energies (HOMO‒LUMO gap) show that 
complexes with the soft ion ligands (X or T = I) have a small HOMO‒LUMO gap due to greater 
polarizability and electron density.  
Chloride is a harder base than bromide and iodide and therefore forms a stronger bond 
with the hard acid Cr(III). Therefore, the chloride is a poorer leaving group than the bromide or 
the iodide, which explains the higher ΔH
‡
. The decrease in ΔH
‡
 for the other halides corresponds 
with the softer nucleophilicities and decrease in electronegativity of these ions (X = I), so that the 






. In general, the valence electrons of the I
−
 
ion are more loosely bound, so the iodide is more polarizable than chloride (X or T = Cl). The 
greater polarizability leads to a distortion of the electron cloud of the halide that stabilizes the 
transition state. This is consistent with the analysis of the transition structures for aquation via Ia, 
which reveals the Cr…O distances for the incoming water molecule is almost constant across the 
series but the Cr…X distances vary from chloride through to iodide.  
The enthalpies of activation of the aquation reactions also depend on the nature of the 
trans group. The greater polarizability of the trans iodide also leads to a distortion of the electron 
cloud of the halide that stabilizes the transition state. Furthermore, electronegativity influences 
the electron density at the Cr(III) center, which effects the activation barrier and bond formation 
with the entering water molecule. In these octahedral complexes the labilizing strength of the 






 > H2O. Additionally, the iodide forms ion-
pairs with a more favourable ΔH
‡





Our identification of the activated D mechanism for aquation of chromium(III) chloride 
has some interesting implications for the speciation of chromium(III) in physiological 
environments. Activation via outer-sphere coordination is expected in all aqueous environments 
including the stomach and gut. Furthermore, in addition to water a range of biological molecules 
could potentially act as nucleophile and replace chloride after dissociation. Nevertheless, the 
activation enthalpy for the di-chloride system is 72 kJ mol
‒1
, so this will be a relatively slow 
process under physiological conditions and the amount of aquated or substituted product could 
be low. In comparison, the activation enthalpy for the corresponding di-iodide system is only 50 
kJ mol
‒1
 and therefore it will undergo aquation or substitution much faster. The activation 
enthalpies for aquation of the mono-halide product complexes are higher than for the dihalides 
due to the poor trans-directing effect of water. Therefore, formation of the 
hexaaquachromium(III) complex will be slow regardless of the starting complex. Unless the 
incoming nucleophile has a strong trans-directing effect, it seems likely that the active complex 




. However, our 
results suggest that there may be some value to explore the efficacy of other 
dihalotetraaquachromium(III) complexes for treatment of Type II diabetes and other 
physiological disorders due to their different aquation/substitution rates. 
 
4. Conclusions 
A comprehensive DFT investigation was conducted to explore possible mechanisms for 
aquation of trans-[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
. These include the associative interchange (Ia) and dissociative 
(D) mechanisms. Structural parameters and energy barriers were calculated at PBE0/cc-pVDZ 




of activation calculated at PBE0/cc-pVDZ for aquation of the chromium chloride nutritional 
supplement (trans-[Cr(H2O)4Cl2]
+
 ) via the D mechanism, is in excellent agreement with existing 
experimental data. Use of implicit solvent models has a minimal effect on the structures of 
reactants, products and transition states but is essential for agreement between theoretical and 
experimental ΔH
‡
 values.  
Our calculations indicate that the D pathway is favoured over the Ia pathway, when 
referenced to the same low energy bifurcated reactant complex. Clearly steric and electronic 
effects influence the enthalpies of activation for the substitution reactions of trans-
[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+ 






 and the 











complexes are key active 
components in chromium chloride treatment of physiological disorders such as Type II diabetes 
and depression. However, our calculations imply that the other dihalides have lower activation 
enthalpies for aquation and therefore may offer greater efficacy in treating these disorders. 
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 Investigated aquation of trans-[Cr(H2O)4TX]
+
 for T or X = Cl, Br and I.  
 Explored different pathways including, Ia and D. 
 Analyzed role of frontier MOs and electron densities along different pathways. 
 Calculated ΔH‡ agrees with experiment. 
 Provide insight to active component of chromium chloride supplements 
 
 
